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“Take 5” Mindful Moments 
Based on Mindwell U ‘TAKE 5’  https://www.mindwellu.com/take-5 

The primary purpose of this activity is to ground you in moments of goodness AND in turmoil. 
However, its long term benefit is that it helps your brain retrain itself from its usual pattern.  It’s 
all about stopping to notice something OTHER than your runaway thoughts. By noticing the 
physical world around you can redirect your thoughts & regain control of your feelings. Besides 
having a direct effect on your state of mind, in the long term this practice improves focus, 
creativity, engagement, productivity, sleep and overall well being (to mention a few). It’s 
science & it works!! I promise  

Like any exercise, the more you practice the easier & more natural it will become. For best 
results, it’s important to build the practice into your daily life. For an easy way to remember to 
do it, try attaching this new routine to something you already do, like drinking your morning 
coffee or brushing your teeth. That way, you automatically build in a mindful moment into each 
day to strengthen your mindful muscle – like a workout for your brain.  On a feel good day this 
could take you a quick 1 minute, but during rough times you may want to slow the experience 
down to 5 or even 10 minutes and give yourself time to really process the emotions.   

The Process:    

1)      Notice something in the physical world around you (sight, sound, smell, touch?). 
Basically, get out of your head & redirect yourself to noticing the present moment. 
Redirect your focus to the physical world around you. 

2)      Ground down- feel the pads of your feet on the floor, your thighs & back on the 
chair, your hands on the fabric of your clothes etc… Redirect your focus to your physical 
body. 

3)      Take 5 deep breathes (or more if needed )while noticing where in your body the 
tension is held. Breathe into that & notice it dissipate (even if only a little). Redirect your 
focus to your breath. 

4)     NOW, pause to notice what you are feeling. Name the emotion & be as specific as 
possible. Take a minute to really feel ALL of it, without suppressing it or ignoring it. 
There is power in naming it, so make space to really feel it (remember that bigger 
feelings require bigger pauses to stop & process). Redirect your focus to your emotional 
state.  

5)      Make a choice- do you want to stay feeling THAT all day long or do you want to 
make a conscious choice to ‘shelf it’ and CHOOSE a different emotion going forward. 
What will you choose instead? YOU have the power to be in control of your emotional 
state, not the other way around  Redirect your focus from the swirling fears about the 
past or future to the NOW- your current reality.  

 

https://www.mindwellu.com/take-5
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Level up the noticing: Record, Reflect, Connect, Redirect 

If you are someone who would like to get a better handle on your reactivity, I 
highly recommend tracking your experiences. By doing so, you can begin to notice patterns 
and identify the triggers BEFORE they strike, allowing you to be proactive instead of reactive. 
Reminder that this is NOT about controlling your emotions- it is about noticing them, feeling 
them and truly processing them. In the end, this will feel like you are gaining control, but it is 
really more about learning to navigate your emotions without them controlling you.   

Mindful Moments Awareness Tracker            
 Watching for patterns & finding my triggers 

 
The Emotion I noticed Where I physically felt it  

in my body 
What I noticed was going on at the 

time that might have brought this on 
E.g. I felt anxious  Tight in the middle of my 

chest & across collar bone and 
a clenched jaw 

I was running late, there was slow traffic. 
I felt like I was going to let somebody 

down. 
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SAMPLE  VISUAL: 

When we ignore our feelings they have a tendency to show up in other ways. Here is an example of how  

feelings can communicate themselves through our bodies.  

 Imagine if you could notice your dizziness and tense shoulders (for example) BEFORE you 

erupted into a full blown embarrassing outburst that you can’t take back?   

 

 Imagine how many embarrassing moments we could curb if we only stopped to notice…to pay 

attention to our bodies… and give ourselves the space & grace to feel them without bottling 

them up….? 

 

 So, what did YOU notice during your last Take 5? How did noticing that help you in the moment? 

How can it help you going forward?  

    

                  

   

https://www.mylemarks.com/store/p312/Anger_and_My_Body_%28_ES%29.html 

 

 

https://www.mylemarks.com/store/p312/Anger_and_My_Body_%28_ES%29.html
https://www.mylemarks.com/store/p312/Anger_and_My_Body_%28_ES%29.html
https://www.mylemarks.com/store/p312/Anger_and_My_Body_%28_ES%29.html
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Benefits of Mindfulness:  

 

Pie chart graphic: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Summary-of-the-benefits-of-the-mindfulness-activity_fig1_310587213 

 

Suggestions to make this practice stick: 

 “Habit stack”- Attach the NEW mindfulness habit to something you already do (ie. brush your 

teeth, go to bed, have a shower…) 

 Track your progress- Journal or chart your experiences on your own 

 Get an APP- I personally love “10%happier” because it introduces each topic with a  plain 

language interviews, it guides your practice & tracks progress, all in 10-20 min intervals 

 Do a guided 30 day challenge – www.mindwellu.com teaches you AND provides daily text 

messages you for accountability 

 Get an accountability partner (like a friend to go to the gym with) 

 Get a Life Coach (like a personal trainer who guides you forward) 

 “Don't break the chain” - Even if you can only do 1 minute of practice breathing & 

counting to 10,  make the time to engrain the habit. Each time you skip it it makes it 

easier to skip it again. 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Summary-of-the-benefits-of-the-mindfulness-activity_fig1_310587213
http://www.mindwellu.com/
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For further reading & listening 

1) “How to practice mindfulness throughout your work day” 

https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/how_to_practice_mindfulness_throughout_

your_work_day 

2) “10 Ways to be more mindful at work” https://www.mindful.org/10-ways-mindful-work/ 

3) “When science meets mindfulness”   

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2018/04/harvard-researchers-study-how-

mindfulness-may-change-the-brain-in-depressed-patients/ 

4) “The Big Think with Daniel Goleman” – google search this series of great mini YouTube 

videos explaining different positive effects of mindfulness mediation (ie. chronic pain, 

depression, stress, elite athlete concentration…) 

5) “Why mindfulness is a superpower” - Powerpoint  video #1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6T02g5hnT4&feature=youtu.be  

6) “How to Hardwire Happiness” Powerpoint video #2 – www.mindwellu.com/take-5  

7) “Meditation 101” – Powerpoint video #3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-

kMJBWk9E0  

 

Printable Info graphic from https://www.mindwellu.com/take-5  
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